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scene: It’s a nice, sunny day in Dwingeloo forest, and a rabbit is sitting outside his burrow, tippy-typing on his MacBook. Along comes a fox, out on a walk.


Fox: “That’s ridiculous! Any fool knows that rabbits don’t beat foxes!” Rabbit: “Come with me, and I’ll show you!”

They both disappear into the rabbit’s burrow. (squeaking sounds) After a few minutes, the rabbit returns alone, and resumes typing on his MacBook. Soon a wolf comes along and stops to watch the hardworking rabbit.


The rabbit and the wolf go into the burrow. (squeaking sounds) After a few minutes, the rabbit returns together with a bear.

Bear: “Have I told you rabbit! It doesn’t matter what is the topic of your PhD thesis. What does matter is that you have a good supervisor!”
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I was really lucky not to have just one amazing supervisor, but three of them. Thank you for your unselfish support during my PhD, for your scientific advices and suggestions, and for having me in the LOFAR-EoR team.
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At the end I would like to share with you my recipe for Groningen mustard soup, which you can enjoy while reading my thesis.

**Groningen mustard soup**

1 l water  
2 chicken (or vegetable) bouillon cubes  
3–4 tbsp Zaansemosterd (coarse ground mustard)  
150 g smeerkaas (cheese spread)  
150 g backon

Cut the bacon into strips and fry in a frying pan until crisp. Allow to drain on kitchen paper.  
Bring a pot with water and bouillon cubes to a boil. Once boiling, reduce the heat to simmer. Add mustard, stir well, and cook for 10 min. Add smeerkaas, whip with a whisk until smooth, and remove from fire. Add fried crispy bacon. Serve hot with a nice crusty bread.

*Smakelijk eten!*
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